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Some Points about Mediumship.
We suggested recently that the mind • of the 

medium when temporarily disturbed is usually 
accountable for the admixture of nonsense and falsity 
with genuine spirit communications. We might have 
amplified this a little by calling attention to the fact 
that these things are often associated with the 
failure or interruption of the “ power ” through or 
by which spirits communicate. Occasionally there 
is a break in the flow of this “ power,” and the gap 
is then freq uentiyfi lied ip by absurd or untrue state
ments. The same thing applies when the “ power ” 
is exhausted. Those who have had much experience 
in seances will know’ what we mean, although a few 
fortunate people rarely or never encounter these draw
backs. These are people whose presence is especially 
favourable to the best results; That leads us to a 
further consideration upon which it is hardly possible 
to place too much emphasis, i.e., that the sitters are 
almost as important a factor in phenomena as the 
medium. It is a co-operative rather than an indivi
dual matter. A “ good sifter ” may gain successful 
results with a mediocre medium. Against a “ bad 
sitter ” even the best mediumship may contend in 
vain.,

* * * *

The Direct Voice—-An Addendum.

through him.” Raymond explained this later as 
follows :—

“ It was very much the same thing as trumpet 
mediumship. Both Have the same source. In 
trumpet mediumship the voice, though seem
ingly independent of the medium, is connected 
in some way with the. throat and larynx of the 
medium, and that is why tones of the medium’s 
voice come in, and why it is so often coloured 
by the medium. It is not really independent.”

The fact is, and it cannot be too often repeated 
for the benefit of the over-enthusiastic, that communi
cation between the two worlds is at present only at 
its beginnings. It amounts to making visible and 
objective for the benefit of the many those deep in
terior modes of communion which are at present the 
privilege only of the few.

I * * * *

The Wider View.
Many years ago a cynical friend remarked that, 

although he was not a Spiritualist, he was not dis
pleased with Spiritualism. It gave him an impish 
satisfaction to observe the way in which it irritated 
and annoyed many self-complacent people. It must 
have been somewhere about that time that the Rev. 
William Stainton Moses (M.A., Oxon.) observed that

Spiritualism has the faculty of inspiring some minds 
that are prepared and ready for its teachings, and it 
has the gift of reducing others to a state of un
reasoning fury on which argument is wholly wasted 
and thrown away.” But this state of things no 
longer prevails, at any rate to the extent that it 
formerly did. I have observed that, even amongst 
Spiritualists themselves, controversial questions are 
no longer debated with the same heat and excitement 
that were produced in the old days. The fact is that 
we have moved on in this and many other directions. 
So many scientific discoveries have been made in 
the meantime that the old narrowness and bigotry 
have largely disappeared. People are more willing to 
learn, and the discovery that “ life is larger than we 
thought ” has produced a state of mind which is less 
cbcksure and more modest than it Was even ten years 
ago. The world has gained, if not in faith, at least in 
breadth of view.
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Raymond has gone through a good many editions; 
as a name it has become almost a household word. 
Yet, judging from some of the remarks we occasion
ally hear, it would seem that many people have read 
about the book without actually* reading it. Even 
those who have read it have not always given it the 
close attention it deserves. This, then, must be our 
apology—jf any is needed—for quoting a brief pas- 
■sagc, which may serve as an addendum to some 
recent remarks on the Direct Voice. The reference 
ls to a rather famous writer ” whom Lady Lodge 
n»et in America. He had a strange gift* He would 
allow his mouth to remain open and “ a voice came
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(Special Report hv (bin Own Refrurentativr.)

(Continued front 507.)

Dr. E. Osty 
(Paris).

The lecturer, in lhe course of a long paper, dis
cussed the subject of supernormal foreknowledge con
cerning- human beings other than the medium. The 
researcher, investigating the subject, frequently con
fined himself to studying the medium. The study of 
the person who formed the object of the medium’s 
psychic gift (the “ human objective ”) was a very 
fruitful field of inquiry.

It had been observed in the past that in eases of 
premonition, presentiment, warning dreams and other 
phenomena dealing with future events, there were 
frequent errors; these might be explained as mental 
intrusions from the conscious' mind; some of the 
errors were enigmatic, being- not entirely irrelevant to 
probable, future realities, that is to say, subsequent 
history showed that the prophecies were actually near 
fulfilment, but not actually realised. Those who believed 
in the survival of personality, in spirits and their 
influence on the medium, had claimed that discarnate 
spirits revealed the future to the medium and that 
false messages .were from bad spirits. There were 
others who had considered man to be a materialised 
fragment of the soul of the world, and who thought 
that in certain conditions man could integrate his 
spirit with the universal spirit, and by that means 
obtain knowledge of the future.

That, roughly, was the position, when Dr. Osty 
had taken up the study of the phenomena in 1910, and 
which, added the lecturer, largely exists to-day.

He emphasised the distinction which should be 
recognised between foreknowledge of the future in 
general, and foreknowledge of the future of the 
human individual. As regards the numerous errors 
which one encountered in this class of phenomena, he 
considered that these might have their origin in the 
mentality of the “ human objective ”—the person who 
was the subject of the prophecy. The false messages 
differed according t'o the persons who were brought 
into the medium’s presence, which suggested that 
such persons were themselves largely the source of 
the errors. Some persons appeared to pour out in 
profusion-,- as it were, everything that their minds 
contained of false suppositions, consciously or un
consciously, regarding their probable future. This 
would undoubtedly affect the medium. He observed 
that certain couples were in a high degree “ favour
able ” to diapsychic phenomena, while others were 
mutually “sterilising'”; when a good medium was 
brought into contact with a series of persons succes
sively, exact information' was given in abundance in 
some cases. With other persons nothing could be 
obtained, though the conditions of the experiment 
were the same in all instances. Again, when one 
takes a single person to a succession of psychics, the 

further, a 
one indivi-

results vary according to the psychic; 
person “ favourable ” or “ sterilising ” to 
dual, is not necessarily so with another.
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Dr. E. Kindhohq
(Breslau).

Dr. Kindborg dealt with “ The parapsychic pro. I 
blem in hypnotism and magnetism.’’ lhe adversaries I 
of parapsychology had tried to explain hypnotism I 
the theory of suggestion, but he doubted if suggestiuo ] 
entirely covered the facts. If you suggest to a pmu«B 
that he fall asleep, you would expect, if successful 
that it would be an ordinary natural sleep. Such way 
not always the case, as the patient's condition was! 
something different from the ordinary sleep state, 
thought that suggestion, only acted in the initial | 
of the experiment as a means of (putting the subject: 
into a receptive condition, which was followed by tiwl 
hypnotic state.

Experiments, with a simple apparatus ot the whtw 
o,r propellor type had been, conducted to iuwxtij; : I 
the emanations of the human hand. The iusti‘umva« 
had turned without contact, but Albert Hufnnuui, m 
Mehlein-am-Rhein, claimed that this result was 
to the beat of the pulse being transferred through tin 
air. Dr. Maack, of Hamburg-, however, had tried 
experiment successfully, after placing two glass slides 
between his hands and the apparatus; the beat ol M 
pulse could hardly have passed through this obxUM 
tion, and it was obvious that some subtle emaaaa® 
had passed from the hand to the instrument, I
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He had observed by experiment that a nuuiw 
placed against the head ot a hypnotised subject 
was speaking under hypnotic suggestion, had 1 

, effect of reducing that person to silence, The levtwfl 
had obtained the same result by placing his twl 
near the subject’s head. With his own haadx 
had exercised the same inhibiting effect thrmigb 
sheet of thick cardboard. He had also at rested > 
growth of plants by placing- his hands over theia.

He concluded that human magnetism had 
property, in certain circumstances, of product ' 
species of hypnosis by interfering with normal 
currents; possibly this theory also applied to 
ship, the human “ chain ” formed by liukmg 
having the effect of obstructing* the normal 
current, thus causing the medium to eutei uno 
trance condition. He thought that hspnotism ' 
pathway to the study of parapsychology.
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dr. Livon M. Mirauorian

' > (Rumania).
The Connection between biology, para-biology, and 

meiapsychies was becoming more and more evident, 
said the lecturer. In certain conditions of mediumship 
it was observed that the conscious centres and sub
conscious centres of the brain acted independently of 
each other. It would seem that a difference of potential 
apparently took place in the cells of the cortical centres 
of the brain. There was no doubt a vibratory con
nection between them.

At a discussion at the Military Medical Society in 
Rumania it* had been suggested that every- human 
organ gives off vibratorv waves which affect bio- 
chemical changes of its cells. He considered that 
there was a relation between this theory and meta
psychic phenomena. It was of capital, importance, in 
studying this subject, to ascertain the role played by 
the right hemisphere of the brain—“that 1 terra 
incognita. ’ ”

He urged the necessity for the creation of chairs 
of psychotherapy and metapsychics in universities of 
all countries, which should be equipped with special 
laboratories; and further, that information obtained by 
experiment by such means should be posted at some 
central headquarters, such as the Institut Meta- 
psychique of Paris.
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Rene Sudre

(Paris).
M. Sudre’s address was on the 

experimental method. He did not desire to
anything startlingly new. There was, he observed, 
a great confusion of thought On the subject of Meta
psychics ; it was not officially recognised; there was 
undoubted prejudice against it in scientific circles, and 
he desired to see the subject taken up by the best 
brains. The prejudice was in some measure under
standable. There were masses of reports of badly 
observed manifestations, crowds of semi-savants, and 
amiable muddlers connected with the subject, which 
nourished the prejudice. The subject needed filtering 
and ridding of its elements of pseudo-mysticism and 
reli gio-occultism.

He noted with surprise and regret that, although 
they were at the Sorbonne, not one of its professors, 
with" the exception of Professor Charles Richet, was 
taking.part, in the Congress, and, furthermore, that, as 
the vacation was taking place, it might be said that, 
though they were at the Sorbonne, the Sorbonne itself 
was-not there. (Laughter.) “ I hope that our Univer
sity will recognise our subject,” he said, adding that 
this recognition would undoubtedly come when the 
subject had been purified. He referred to;the diffi
culty of making correct observations of psychic mani
festations, particularly those occurring spontaneously. 
He wanted the subject taken up and studied by the 
greatest savants, and was indifferent as to what their 
findings would be, as the facts would speak for them
selves."

Metapsychics was in a different category from other 
sciences. -In astronomy, for instance, one merely 
observed patiently and constantly and applied mathe
matical tests. One could not take up this passive 
attityde in other sciences, say physics, for instance. 
Onf had to experiment actively, not merely observe, 

Even more so was this necessary in 
Crawford had not remained a passive 

carried out provoked observations.
a tendency to draw general conclusions 
results. It was not always realised 

, . , , necessary to study the ‘‘psychic.’’;
his condition was affected by the conditions of those 
w o surrounded him, thus an extremely complex factor 

One* had to i ' 
pencil in hand, 
metapsychics, 
observer, but

He noticed j 
from mediocre results, 
that it was not only

was introduced. It was a pity that so many ntedutnis 
were at the mercy of all comers; this < oiilrl srar<<‘ly 
be beneficial for their peychic faculties. It was a pity, 
too, that many mediums regarded themselves, and 
were regarded by their followers as missioners-charged 
with a sacred trust, which had led to a prejudice 
against their scientific examination; in the same way, 
there used to be a prejudice against experiments on 
dead bodies, to the great detriment of medicine.

As to Spiritualism, he had no hostility to it, par
ticularly as regards philosophic Spiritualism; he re
spected all beliefs. He knew those who could not 
endure existence unless they felt assured of survival. 
“ Let us respect their beliefs,” he said, adding that 
these things were matters of the heart, but that the 
Congress was only concerned with matters of reason. 
Although he could not subscribe to a theory of a 
“ world of spirits,” yet a “ world of Spirit ” was by 
no means impossible.

Dr. Hans Driesch, in complimenting M. Sudre 
on his address, agreed as to the hindrance to know
ledge effected by the unworthy elements surrounding 
the subject. Possibly the “ world of Spirit ” sug
gested by the lecturer was divided into “ worlds of 
spirits.” (Applause.) Spiritualism might be more 
acceptable generally if its terminology were changed.

Dr. Osty pointed out that too much stress need 
not be laid on advocating the experimental method, 
as it was already in force; what it amounted to was— 
if yo-u would find you must seek. There was no need 
to “ devour ” the Spiritualist any more than the 
clergy. If the spiritualistic theory were true—it was 
either true or false—then it would be discovered to 
be true in the course of time by scientific study.

Dr. Kindborg, of Breslau, remarked that he had 
noticed a tendency.to undervalue the spirit theory, and 
that a new terminology had been suggested to make 
it'more acceptable. It was not sufficiently appreciated 
that metapsychics were based on phenomena which the 
Spiritualists had found. If the Spiritualists were right 
about the phenomena, might they not also be correct 
as to the conclusions? Metapsychics spoke of the 
“ psyche,” but appeared to be forgetting the soul. 
Conan Doyle said that everyone who experiments him
self along psychic lines eventually finishes by adopting 
the spirit hypothesis, and the lecturer was nearly in that 
position. He felt assured that Spiritualism would 
become the future religion.

(Concluded.)

An Apparition.—A friendly correspondent sends us an ex
tract from the October number of the Bookman, referring to 
the funeral of Mortimer Collins, the famous author. At the 
funeral, which took place at Petersham, the Irish novelist, 
<4 Owens Blackburne ” (Elizabeth Casey) happened to be present, 
although she had never met or seen Collins in life. During the 
service she remarked to a friend, “ Who is that tall, broad- 
shouldered man walking about rather rapidly? He has on a 
velvet coat, and is very big in the shoulders and long in the 
legs; he has a brown beard and' moustache. He is going about 
from one person to another, and seems very troubled that no 
one will speak to him or take.-any notice of him. Her friend 
replied that this was amazing because there was no one there 
answering to such a description, and no one was walking about, 
but she added, “You have described Mortimer Collins exactly 
as he was in life.”

“ The Christian Theosophist ” for October contains an 
interesting article on “ The Christ Idea through the Ages,” in 
which the writer (“ J. D*”) traces “ the Divine Principle we 
speak of as the Logos through all the legends of the past • • . 
converging on to one central Figure, a Son of Man named Jesus 
of Nazareth, who was also the Son of God,” This magazine is 
edited by Mrs. Muirson Blake (Jean Delaire), who also contri
butes to its pages from her own able pen—and can be obtained 
from the Iheosophic News Bureau, 23, Bedford Square, W.C.i, 
price 3d.
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Mrs. Champion de Crespignv, 

Mr. Elliott O'Donnell, Miss 
Mrs. Murray Chapman, Captain 
others. After dinner, ghost ; | 
them of verv dramatic nature.

Miss Helen Boulnois, who introduced each of the 
speakers in a few happy phrases, recalled an experi
ence narrated to her by a soldier during her period of 
voluntary service at the front in the Great War. This 
man was an ambulance driver. He had been granted 
a few hours’ leave, which he decided to spend in quiet 
repose behind the lines, and had obtained a large 
cigar; he had looked forward with great zest to this 
brief siesta, and treasured the cigar as a prized luxury. 
The appointed day came, and he set out, walking down 
the “ duck-boards ” with eager feet, revelling in his 
few hours of freedom, but on looking round was sur
prised to find a French poilti making urgent signs for 
him to return.

He ignored these signs, and hastened his steps, feel
ing naturally disinclined to interrupt, his short holiday. 
But the .figure continued to gesticulate so urgently that 
the ambulance man retraced his steps. The French 
soldier, however, had disappeared. There was no cover 
under which he might have hidden except for a small 
portion of broken wall; all else was bare. Thinking 
that the poilu must have stepped behind this wall, the 
English soldier went to the spot, to find two badly 
wounded men— one unconscious, the other with both 
legs blown off—to whom he was able to give assist
ance. ‘ ‘ That was the story told me by my soldier 
friend, and I have no reason to doubt his sincerity,” 
said Miss Boulnois, who added that he expressed his 
disgust at one regrettable feature of the episode: on 
resuming his leave of absence he discovered that the 
cigar had been lost. (Laughter.)

Mrs. Violet Tweedale.
A grim adventure in a haunted house was described 

by Mrs. Tweedale. The house in question is in Tor
quay, and the medium was the late Mrs. Thistleton. 
Two ghosts were associated by local tradition with the 
premises. The first was that of a woman called “ the 
servant,” who was reported to be seen staggering 
about in the neighbourhood, apparently in a condition 
of great distress, and having a surgical bandage 
around her head. The second “ ghost ” was known 
as “ the doctor,” a savage and vindictive disturber, 
whose violence had terrified a succession of tenants, 
as a result of which the building- had remained vacant 
over a long period.

Mrs. Tweedale and a Captain McCormack, accom
panied by two or three curious investigators, deter
mined to explore the mystery.

They stood around the walls of one of the empty 
rooms, while the medium paced up and down. Sud
denly she was seen to be under control. Her per
sonality changed. She staggered repeatedly, making 
efforts to reach a door leading to a side room, at the 
same time wringing her hands and moaning-, “ Oh, 
my poor master ! ”

I hen the scene changed dramatically. The 
“ doctor ’’ appeared to take control. Again the change 
of personality, this time the medium becoming violent, 
attacking the investigators (who fled except for Mrs. 
Tweedale and Captain McCormack, who remained in

I 1

hearing lor the medium’s life, Mrs. Tweedale I 
dragged her from the centre of the room, placed her I 
against the wall, and stood in front of her, defying I 
the evil power. “ [ could hear and feel blows being I 
tamed on me,” said Mrs. Tweedale, “ but not one of] 
them hurt me. I seemed to be enclosed in a protective] 
armour. I knew that nothing could harm me.”

were touched on 
who mentioned the famous 

which is seen in what is now known

The Countess of Tankerville.
The ghosts of Chillingham Castle 

by the Lady Tankerville, 
“ Radiant Boy,” 
as the Pink Room. The Castle, which is some 800 
years old, is, of course, one of the most famous of the 
stately homes of this country, and is reputed to be the 
scene of some remarkable apparitions.

The fact that skeletons had been discovered undefl 
the floor of her own bedroom seemed to lend an apprc®» 
priate touch of drama to the ghostly tradition, hintew 
Lady Tankerville, who recounted an experience of her! 
own. Looking out of the window of the Cheviot Room! 
across the jousting ground she noticed that storm-1 
clouds were gathering above the chestnut trees; she I 
watched these idly for some minutes: then suddenly 
the scene appeared to change; in place of the chestnut 
trees and heavy rain-clouds there appeared a castle I 
wall, with, a parapet upon which paced a halberdier in I 
brown homespun. In a niche in the wall was a statue 
of the Virgin.

Lady Tankerville watched this scene in silent i 
amazement. It was like a cinematographic picture, 
said the speaker. She continued to watch with the ; 
keenest interest; across the parapet walked a lady, in j 
the costume of a Dominican abbess, who knelt before 
the statue. Behind her followed a broad-shouldered I 
man wearing a jerkin and carrying a sword; he paced i 
to and fro for some minutes, then he turned and I 
faced Lady Tankerville, who recognised the unmistak-1 
able facial characteristics of her husband’s family. I 
Later an examination of the castle grounds revealed I 
traces of ancient foundations, which seemed to point I 
to the possibility that the wall and parapet of the I 
vision had formerly existed as part of the castle build- I 
ings, and confirmation of this was found in an old I 
volume discovered by Lady Tankerville in the library, I 
and which referred to certain incidents in the family I 
history having a close relation to those seen in the I 
vision.
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Among other guests who contributed ghost stories . - 
was Mr. Elliott O’Donnell, who described his midnigln 
adventures in an empty house when, in the darkness, 
a revolving pillar of light about seven feet high moved 
slowly across the room.

Mrs. Mansell Moullin told of the spirit of a you/ 
and beautiful girl, with a sad countenance, who 
seen in an old Manor House, a former residence of 
Bishops of Chichester. This apparition would walki^^H 
the main staircase at midnight, and disappear into 0^ 
of the upper rooms. Her presence did not disturb the 
occupants of the house, in fact the tenant came in ■ 
time to look upon the ghostly visitor with great 
tion. A seance was held, and the unhappy ghost 
spoke. “ I loved, I sinned/ My punishment was that 
I was bricked up in a wall in this house,” said the S 
girl, who added that she could rest if her earthly - 
remains were removed and buried. Some time lattn ■ ■
said Mrs. Moullin^ certain architectural alieration? fl 
were made, and the skeleton of a woman discovered fl 
the fabric of the building; it was afterwards buried i» fl 
the locat churchyard, and since then the hauntings had fl 
ceased.
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letters to the editor. MEDIUMS AND SPEAKERS

(Thr b ditor dofis not necessarily identify himself with the 
opinions expressed by Correspondents.)

THE HYDESVILLE MEMORIAL.

An Appeal From Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.

Sin—I have received a letter from Mrs. Cadwallader, of the 
Progressive Thinker. It contains this passage :—

You will be pleased to hear that the Hydesville Memorial 
to commemorate the advent of Modern Spiritualism is in 
the hands of the monument-makers. The suggestion that 
an International Memorial be erected came from Sir Arthur 
Conan Doyle at a reception given in Chicago, under the 
auspices of the Progressive Thinker, since which time 
Mrs. Mary R. Longley and myself, as Executive Committee, 
have been earnestly working to complete the plans 
towards the perfecting of such a monument as would 
testify to the appreciation of the Spiritualists of the 
world. . . .

The memorial will be a shaft of v light barre granite, 
25 feet high, with .a bronze tablet with suitable inscrip
tion at its base, and will be ready to unveil about the 
end of November, 1927. .

It is. very necessary that the monument should be inter
national, as it will make the world realise the universality of 
our movement. Up to now, save for a single contribution of a 
hundred pounds, there has been no British participation. I 
hope that this will be amended, for, though I admit that too 
much British money is already flowing to America, this in a 
very special sense is our own duty and business. Should any 
sums be sent to me at “ Windlesham,” Crowborough, I will 
see that they are duly acknowledged and forwarded.

Yours, etc.,
Arthur Conan Doyle.

Sir,—I think that, in the true interests of the movement, it 
is high time that there should be some plain speaking on this 
subject.

I have been away from home for some weeks; I have 
attended five services held in Spiritualist churches, and I have 
decided never to attend another where the address is to be 
given by any one of the five different speakers I have heard# 
When will it be recognised that Clairvoyance in itself is no 
qualification whatever for giving the address?

My chief complaint is about the absurd efforts of the 
mediums to appear better than they are. In one case the words 
are ” mouthed ” beyond recognition, in another the effort is 
to select long words which, clearly, the speaker does not know 
how to use, and the result is quite without meaning. A third 
case was a transparent attempt at acting of a very cheap order, 
while in a fourth the speaker had what must have been a 
deliberately cultivated habit of adding ” urn ” after all his 
final consonants, one effect of which was, when he referred to 
u John of Old,” I found myself wondering who on earth was 
“John of Oldham.”

Cannot these people be taught to see that, if their feeling is 
not deep enough to enable them to conquer this ridiculous arti
ficiality, doubts arise as to their own sincerity, the sincerity of 
their controls or inspirers and even the genuineness of all three?

This sort of thing brings ridicule on the movement, and is 
the reason why so many educated people who are really in 
sympathy with it are reluctant to identify themselves with it; 
but if a little plain speaking could divert the ridicule into its 
proper channel, namely on tp the heads of those responsible 
for it, it might be stopped before it became more harmful.

Spiritualism is to me a true religion, but I am beginning' 
to wonder what it- is to many of those who profess to be 
Spiritualists.

Yours, etc.,
W. H. Randall.

38, Braemar Avenue,
Filton Park,

Bristol.

IS SPIRITUALISM A RATIONAL BELIEF?

Debate at the Saturday Speech Club.

DISCOURTESY AT SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS.

Sir,—For a long time I have felt a strong desire to call 
attention to an infringement of good manners observable at 
certain public Spiritualist meetings and churches during clair
voyance. I refer to the habit of turning round or leaning 
forward or looking sideways to obtain a view of the person 
being addressed by the clairvoyant. It would be unpleasant 
for the presiding officer to speak about this from the platform, 
but it might not be open to such objection in a letter addressed 
to a public journal.

I hope everyone who reads this will ask, “ Is it I? ” and 
refrain from committing this breach of courtesy.

Yours, etc.,
“ Not a Sensitive.”

BM/VC.B.E.

A MISAPPREHENSION.

Captain F. C. E. Dimmick writes :—
Some controversy has been aroused by the use of the fifth 

verse of Isaac Watts’ well-known hymn, “ O God, our help 
in ages past',” by Spiritualists, and in particular on Armistice 
Sunday.

It is contended that the verse, referring to arisen friends as 
flying, forgotten, as a dream dies at the opening day ” is dis

honouring and untrueand if this were what Watts had either 
said or meant, we should agree that the verse would be best 
omitted.

He says, however, ” lime, like an ever-rolling stream, Bears 
all its sons away, and it is clear that he meant that the ever- 
riJIing stream of time bears years, months, weeks and days 
away, just as a dream dies at the opening day.” His state
ment h therefore strictly accurate, and it does uot bear the 
interpretation given by those who object to the use of this verse.

A debate was held on Saturday, October 22nd, by 
the Saturday Speech Club', at the Minerva Club, 
Brunswick Square, W.C., under the chairmanship of 
Miss Lucy Bell, on the motion, “ That it is more 
rational than not to believe in the claims of Spiritual
ism.” The opener was Miss Nellie Tom-Gallon and 
the opposer Mr. D. F. Brundrit (President of the 
Union Society of London).

Miss Nellie Tom-Gallon, in a remarkably clear 
statement of the claims of Spiritualism, pointed out 
that a belief in the continuity of life, and the survival 
of the spirit as a separate entity, had persisted from 
earliest times and among; people of different races and 
religions. A tremendous advance had been made 
during- the last few years, b.ut she believed we were 
on the fringe of still greater discoveries. She con
cluded by giving incidents from her own experience 
for which it was difficult to account, except on the 
spirit hypothesis.

Mr. Brundrit said he had no- wish to dispute the 
fact of the survival of the spirit, neither did he wish 
to suggest that the claims made by Spiritualists were 
entirely without foundation; but he believed there had 
not been sufficient evidence to prove that the experi
ences quoted were communications from departed 
spirits, and he submitted there were other, and more 
scientific explanations of the phenomena.

The subject was discussed by the audience, after 
which the two- principal speakers answered questions 
and replied to criticisms.

The voting resulted in a majority of two for the 
motion (some members abstained from voting), and 
it was Unanimously agreed that the speakers had pro
vided an interesting and instructive afternoon.

M. R.
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RATIONAL AND 
RATIONALISTIC.

There appeared recently in a rationalist journal a 
series of articles attacking Spiritualism—articles 
which the present writer has studied with profit, with 
interest and amusement. “ The times change and we 
change with them,” and nothing is so eloquent of this 
as the tone and temper of latter-day criticism of the 
Spiritualistic movement. ... ..We can look back to the 
days .when our doctrine of spirit communication was 
an Ishmael fighting in the desert for its bare life.. It 
was angrily denounced by the priests, scorned by the 
rationalists and boycotted altogether by the scientists. 
It was, in short, allowed no part or lot in the life of 
the time. . ',

We may select, as an example of the changed atti
tude, one particular count in the indictment against us 
presented by the articles to which we have referred.

It is very droll. We are now included with those 
religious sects with which rationalism has always a 
special quarrel. We read of the ” puerile mush ” 
preached by the Rev. George Vale Owen to an audi
ence—we gather that it Was a large audience—con
sisting “ in the vast main ” of working men and 
women. We read of the “ attention and awe ” of 
those “ abysmally ignorant factory hands and shop
keepers,” and how they “ sang pious hymns with 
gusto.” Poor creatures! They were, it seems, misled 
in much the same way as the congregations of “ a 
dozen different tabernacles in the immediate vicinity ” 
to whom a dozen different pastors delivered each “ his 
particular brand of pious nonsense.”

We, that, is to say the great branch of the 
Spiritualistic movement which moves on religious 
lines, are now hospitably included in what is known as 
the “ religious world.” We have been “ added to the 
list,” and so may regard the diatribes of the rationalist 
as a kind of compliment. Certainly for our own part 
we do not resent them. Only it is not easy to under
stand why rationalism is bound to imply an anti-re
ligious bias, and why Freethought should signify 
always a contempt for any spiritual view of life. But 
perhaps rationalism is not entirely rational and Free- 
thought not really free!

A NEW FORM OF SEANCE TABLE

lhe National Laboratory of Psychical Research 
have now added to their scientific equipment a new 
form of seance table which embodies several novel 
features. It is a greatly improved form, of the Pugh 
lable. The legs are cased around on two sides with 
strong silk gauze, the other two' sides being covered 
in with transparent celluloid, thus forming an. en
closed cage. Within this cage is a secondary table, 
capable of being raised or lowered, and fitted with a 
clutch device which automatically retains it at any 
height at which it may be placed. It can be dropped 
back into its normal position by means of a quick £

This inner table is similarly encased in gauze aM 
celluloid, and is further enclosed by a wooden floor ■ 
some twelve inches below the table top, thus forming I 
a box, or, as one of the members flippantly calls it, a 
“ meat-safe.” A “ fraud-proof ” trap-door gives I 
access to the interior of this box, and numerous in
genious devices have been introduced to make illicit I 
tampering a scientific impossibility. Portions of the® 
table are treated with luminous paint for dark seance^ 
work.

The writer recently attended the first seance || 
which this new apparatus was u§gd, the medium beinl 
Stella C. Mr. Price, the di recto? of the Laboratory^, 
was not hopeful of any startling result, as he has.’ 
found that not infrequently a new piece of apparatus 
has to be, as it were, “ broken in.” “ It would 
seem,” he said, “ that this table would require to I 
be in use for two or three experiments before any | 
highly successful results could be looked for; 
by that time one might expect it to become thoroughly 
—shall I say ‘ magnetised ’? ” |

In spite of its “ un-magnetised ” condition, and the 
fact that the medium had not attended a seance for. 
several weeks, the table was the centre of some in
teresting phenomena. The inner cage contained small 
toy instruments, bells, a rattle, a child’s “ squeaker,” | 
a tiny piano' such as are sold at children’s bazaars,., 
and other music-making apparatus of simple design. 1 
These were heard in action during the seance, 
several times the bell, rattle, and toy piano being 
“ tinkled ” at regular intervals in. rhythm with al 
gramophone and musical-box which were used alter- 1 
riately to assist the phenomena. x I

“ Palma,” the unseen control, responded amiably I 
to numerous requests for knocks, and obviously did;® 
her best in difficult circumstances. Urgent appeals j 
to her to levitate the inner table met with no re-j 
sponse, but it seemed, from a persistent scraping! 
noise within the enclosed cage, that somebody was! 
making heroic efforts to release a controlling eatchj.! 
which would presumably have facilitated the manifes-l 
tation. 4 .9

“ Better luck next time,” said Mr. Price, \vb>9 
went on to explain the object of the celluloid panelsB 
These were to enable a beam of light to be passtfl 
through the cage on to a screen, thus projectifB 
shadows of the enclosed objects, with a view to reg,® 
tering any phenomenal movements. ■

A series of special experiments will be made ^9 
the new table, and some important additions to t^9 
scientific knowledge of psychic phenomena are efl 
pected from the use of this new apparatus. I

J. A. N. C. 1
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SERVICE OF REMEMBRANCE AT 
ALBERT HALL.

Special attention is called to the announcement of 
the front page of this issue, of the Spiritualist Servin 
of Remembrance^ which is to be held at the AM1 
Hall on Armistice Sunday Morning, November 
at 10.45 o’clock; ’
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A recent issue of the Evening Standard tells a 
sensational story about a newly married couple. The 
young wife awoke one night, and was terrified to see 
a woman by her bedside, threateningly brandishing 
a stick, and then dealing several blows on her. Her 
husband awoke, and asked what was wrong. The 
Standard continues :—

“ You have been dreaming; go to sleep,” he
• said, when she told him what had transpired. 

When he saw the bruises on her body, however, 
he got up and searched the house. All the doors 
and windows were shut as before, and there was 
no sign of any intruder.

Oni the following night the phantom re
appeared. It was that of a dead former fiancee 
of the husband. This time it struck both hus
band and wife, and even tried to strangle the 
latter. In terror they rushed out into the street.

The current issue of Psyche contains a thirty-page 
and highly technical article on Primary Colours and 
Primary Emotions, by William M. Marston. Front 
it we take a passage of moire general interest than 
the bulk of the contribution, relating to the author’s 
studies in colour-preference, which “ show a marked 
tendency on the part of male subjects to prefer a 
bright, saturated blue, as first choice among colours 
of the spectrum ” :—

Male subjects also, with almost equal con
sistency, give pure spectral yellow as their last 
choice, or least liked colour. . . . Women sub
jects, on the other hand, very frequently name 
yellow as a first choice, whilst less than one per 
cent, of my female subjects, so far, have given 
blue as their favourite colour. Green seems 
to be rather a close second to yellow as a first 
choice with women; but there is very much 
more scatter in the female preferences, various 
intermediate colours and less saturated tints fre
quently appearing at the head of the list. It is 
often very hard to get women to name the 
colour they like least. . . . “ I like all colours,” 
is a frequent response.

* *

The Sphere (October 15th), in an article headed 
“ The Art of the Occult,” presents a few “ Astonish
ing Reproductions of the Art, Conceived and Created 
in a Trance,” of Herr Heinrich Nusslein, now on 
exhibition at the Alpine Club. These may conve
niently be seen by interested readers who are unable 
to visit the exhibition. Of one, entitled “ Mars 
Landscape,” the art critic of the Sphere says :—

Whether astronomically' correct" or no, Herr 
Nusslein has achieved'an effect at once astonish
ing, unearthly, and yet worldly. The imagina
tive sweep of his brush reminds one of Blake—- 
without the eighteenth century genius’s in
credible technique.

-.ML*

* * * . *

The Daily Express prints an account of a weird 
experience of Mr. J. H. Godfrey whilst he was lying 
ill with fever, in. which he opened his eyes, and was 
not surprised to find himself not looking up at the 
ceiling, but down at himself:—

At’ the time there seemed nothing unusual in 
this. In a comfortable, drowsy, almost light
hearted ptate, I saw—from above—my bed and 
myself in it. In particular I noticed how thin 
and worn I looked, and something seemed to 
urge me to pull that worn-looking body of my
self back to strength and health.

The next day my temperature had fallen, and 
within a week I was on my feet again.

The following excerpt is from the Cardiff Evening 
Express :—

The wave of enthusiasm for Spiritualist ex
periments which has been passing over here, 
has resulted in the formation of many home 
“ circles ” for establishing communication with 
the “ spirits ” of the dead.

The cult is not confined to members of the 
•Spiritualist Churches, of which there are three 
in the town.

Many regular worshippers of local and non
conformist churches have become interested in 
the subject as the result of casual visits to the 
Spiritualist meeting-places, and have made in
vestigations of their own, in their own homes.

* * * *

The North Eastern Daily Gazette says :—
Spiritualism is undoubtedly a live force in the 

Tee-side district to-day, and is commanding the 
attention of more and more adherents.

Mushroom-like has been the growth of 
Spiritualist societies in Middlesbrough, Stock- 
ton, Thornaby, South Bank, Grangetown and 
Darlington. There are six organised societies 
in Middlesbrough as well as a number of home 
circles.

On every evening of the week meetings are 
arranged for the discussion of the Spiritualist 
faith and for the seeking of spirit phenomena.

* * * *

In the course of an article on Joan of Arc in the 
Christian Spiritualist, Dr. John Lamond draws par
ticular attention to the importance of Quicherat’s dis
covery of the original copies of the trial at Rouen and 
of the Rehabilitation Process, in the national archives 
of France, to which is largely due the revived interest 
in Joan. Dr. Lamond states that Quicherat has ren
dered the original documents accessible to scholars :—

Irreverence at. Sunday Meetings.—“ Londiniensis ” sends 
us a protest on this subject. He states that at Caxton Hall 
recently during an impressive service a lady was seen reading 
an evening paper, a breach of the decorum proper to such 
occasions, which offended more than one of the congregation. 
Our correspondent notices this as but one instance out of several, 
and very properly appeals for reverent attention at the devo
tional services of Spiritualism.

In the Rehabilitation Process we have the 
testimony of upwards of one hundred witnesses 
as to the main facts of Joan’s life. We know of 
no document in which the supernormal facts 
of life are more clearly set forth than in that 
Rehabilitation Process. Hence, the eagerness 
of Anatole F rance and George Bernard Shaw to 
discredit that document.

We have, received a copy of “ The Blue Bird,” a bright little 
magazine for children, issued by Mrs. Margaret Cox of Lilling
ton, Leamington Spa. It is educational, progressive and non
sectarian, and takes as its motto, “ The race marches forwanl 
on the feet of little children.” L. M.
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WISDOM OR LOVE?

By Major R. l\ Morrison.

necessitates 
therefore, 

and 
the

Love. ’ ’ 
not be 

present 
A critical examination 

an improvable assump-
be assumed that life is the 
Love; in other words, that 
children ot these two com-

It has often been said that ‘‘ God is 
Although the truth of such a statement could 
denied, it is not substantiated by the past and 
history of this troubled world, 
of this question 
taxi. Let it,
outcome of Wisdom 
all forms of life are 
piemen t ary powers.

It will be evident 
hitherto, predominated in 
Love in the'female; therefore, the question 
itself into the relative importance that human 
tality allots to the sexes in the scheme 
Religion undoubtedly favours the male, 
ception of the relationship between the 
pressed in the story of Adam and Eve? | 

the 
sary before Eve 
wants, 
future.

It is true that even ministers of religion do not 
treat this story verv seriously in the light of modern 
scientific discovery; and yet, if it is viewed in its 
proper light, as a symbol of truth, much valuable 
knowledge can be gained from it. Love (represented 
by Eve) cannot become manifest without a form 
(Adam), and so the Infinite mind (Wisdom) must, in 
appearance, create the form first. Love gives life to 
the creations of Wisdom, Which is the greater 
power?

An estimation of this problem is unconsciously 
guided by the senses, which relate their possessor 
more to the outer form than to the life within; hence 
the male’ sex, as the manifestation, in form, of the 
creative power of Wisdom, has hitherto occupied the 
seat of power in the world. It may truthfully be 
said that man has created a God in his own image 
and sex. God the Father, and God the Son; never 
God the Mother, or God the Daughter.

Such a one-sided conception of Deity was justified 
by the material state of evolution which gave it birth, 
but the commencement of a more spiritual state 
necessitates a readjustment of values. Such a rever
sal of mental states should, obviously, be conducted 
with infinite care, and ordered graduation, or disrup
tion would ensue. Primarily, it would be essential to 
enhance the status of woman, as the manifestation, in 
form, of the power that has, always been operative, 
although all who lived by it, and made use of it for 
their own aggrandisement, knew not from whence 
came their strength.

Woman, in the past, has frequently been recog
nised as “ the power behind the throne,” and this 
was symbolical of the truth underlying- appearances. 
But, since God is still “ the Father,” a God of 
Wisdom rather than of Love, it would be impossible 
to raise woman to her due position as man’s equal 
partner in life if she retained, as a whole, her proper 
proportion of the love quality; and so the necessary 
readjustment would require L _ 
proportion of qualities

Jt will be evident, 
of Love and Wisdom 
balanced, and so the 
Yvould be lost by man, 
low;
women 
of today.
strange sense of power, because
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the male sex, and that of 
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men-

of creation, 
and its con- 
sexes is ex
Adam came 

scene, and his presence appeared neces- 
_ 5 could be created to minister to his 

and undertake the duty of reproduction in the
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a redistribution in the 
allotted to the sexes, 
however, that the proportions 
in the world must be evenly 
wisdom that woman gained 
and vice versa in the case of 

This would account for the numbers of manly 
and womanly men who abound in trie world 

This new race of women glory in their 
i they judge by the 

world’s standard, and do not realise that they have 
been given this appearance of strength for the pur
pose of destroying that very standard by which they 
enjoy it. The complementary race of men, however,

weighed in flu utill-exiM**nt 
almost intolerable; hut as 
discover the true wisdom whi< 
and strength of great love.

The worship of Wisdom—or what masot 
wisdom in the world—causes undue imp* 
be attached to outer forms, ceremonies, an 
ances generally. “ Good form ” governs tl 
the vast majority, and is still the basis of 
but the advent of any truth, such as is 
lined, would cause a mighty upheaval in 
modes of thought; and this state may be 
in the world at the present time, whatever the 
assigned to it. 
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Established religion is rocking to itJ 
so is established society, and both-—J ■ . X r

these schools of thought are noted for their sub. 
servience to forms and ceremonies.

Any ideal from which the breath of life has de- 
parted becomes a more impotent idol than the ston» 
image worshipped 'by ah ignorant savage. It is tru? 
that, to preserve the life of the past, a tenacious hold 
on outworn ideals would be necessary; but such ob 
stinacy, if carried to excess, would result in the com
plete extinction of the present order of religion and 
society—they would die of suffocation.

If the signs of the times provide any proof, al 
existent schools of thought must be prepared 
adapt themselves to changing states and conditions, 
if they wish to preserve a continuity of existence. 
The mighty power of life is all-loving and all-merciful; 
it will always give and forgive and ask no return; 
and so material wisdom—the product of personal con
ditions—claims the prior place in the scheme of life. 
It embraces love indeed, because it must, but it does 
SO' with condescension as a great lord to his vassal. 
True Wisdom could not claim undue recognition at 
the expense of the power by which it lives and 
operates.

Love always appeals to the world in the guise of 
a little child, humble and dependent, but this appeal 
cannot be neglected for ever. God is Wisdom indeet 
but Love in equal measure, and the wilfully blind m3 
find the miracle of healing 
“ B e pl 
love and

a very painful operation, 
one mind, live in peace; and the God oi 
peace shall be with you.”

PROOF AND COINCIDENCE.

after his death an old school chum of mine, “ T.,“ 
giving me several proofs of his identity. On the 

,, before the medium was controlled to speak, she

Shortly 
succeeded in 
last occasion 
suddenly sat up in her chair and whistled a time which I usel
to beg “ T. ” to cease from whistling, for his constant repeurics 
of the same tune (a then popular military march) was somewh* 
irritating. I shall not easily forget the sight of this stout aai 
staid lady of 65 summers whistling away for all she was wor2- 
Then “ T.” said :—“ You didn’t mind me whistling this n* 
old chap, did you? ” and he followed up this characterise 
remark with several others of a like nature.

.And now comes a striking coincidence with which I caont 
consider “ T. ” had any conscious connection. I record it 
coincidence and nothing more:—

The next day after the seance 
manifested 
I heard a 
band, the 
with the 
played the

in which my chum
I was crossing George Street, Baker Street. 

drum and fife band playing. As I approached *•* 
playing suddenly stopped, but when I had got te® 
players they suddenly re-started playing—and '■& 
same military march as my friend had whistled

L. H.

OctoberWorthing Spiritualist Mission Church.—On 
and 9th, the Harvest Festival was held,, when addresses *** 
delivered by Mrs. Fillmore and Mrs. Butterworth, ot Barro*-®' 
Furness. The services of these ladies were highly apprevi^1* 
as also were the solos sung by Miss Thompson. The Chuc^ 
was tastefully decorated, and the Festival proved, tn every *k’’ 
a success.
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A SEANCE WITH MR. PHOENIX, 
OF GLASGOW.

RAYS AND REFLECTIONS.

SOME UNFAVOURABLE TESTIMONY.
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We have received from Lord Charles Hope an 
account of a seance with Mr. Phoenix, of Glasgow. 
The sitting- was held in total darkness, and the sitters 
were Lord Charites Hope, Mr. Noel Jaquin, Mrs. 
Thompson and Mrs. Phoenix, the medium’s wife. We 
can only briefly summarise the results at present 
owing to lack of space.

This sitting was the last of a series, and Lord 
diaries Hope had discovered that the medium left his 
chair on almost every occasion on which the voice was 
produced. On the occasion of the last seance Mr. 
Jaquin had brought with him several pieces of smoked 
paper to obtain spirit-imprints., and these, by arrange
ment with the medium, Were placed on the floor.

“ Luke,” stated to be the chief guide of the 
medium, promised that “ they ” would do their best 
to give what was required. While the voice was 
speaking, Lord Charles ascertained that the medium’s 
chair was empty. During the sitting a luminous 
hand—that is, the palmar surface of a hand only, and 
fingers and thumb—were seen by each sitter in turn. 
The trumpet was then shown with some luminous 
substance inside it. Voices spoke purporting to be 
friends arid relatives of Lord Charles and Mr. Jaquin, 
but they failed to give any evidence of identity.

At the close of the. sitting an examination of the 
smoked paper revealed the presence of smudged 
finger-prints on one. On another was the clear im
pression of the toes and ball of a naked human foot, 
and in the corner pf the paper the clear, imprint of a 
human finger.

Mr. Noel Jaquin then asked those present in the 
room to* give him their finger-prints. The finger
print on the paper with the “ spirit ” foot upon ..it 
indicated that the medium had touched the paper.

Lord Charles then taxed the medium with having- 
been repeatedly out of his chair., and suggested that 
he (the medium) should turn-out his pockets to prove 
that he had no appliances concealed whereby the 
“ psychic ” lights could have been produced, and also 
to allow the imprint of his foot to be taken to prove 
that th.e foot imprint was not his.

He refused both offers, and expressed surprise on 
hearing the charges against him. His defence was 
that he had been under control all the time, and, 
therefore, had no idea what had taken, place.

Lord Charles Hope, with whom we have had a 
personal interview, states that, whether the fraud 
was conscious or unconscious, it is a matter of which 
serious notice should be taken, with .a view to.pro
tecting the public.

Mr. Noel Jaquin is still willing to take or accept 
the imprint of the medium’s foot should he wish to 
defend himself. And if such an imprint is taken, a 
report of the consequent comparison will be sent to 
the Editor of Light. Lord Charles Hope and Mr. 
Jaquin have appended their signatures to the above 
statement.

t

ARMISTICE DAY.
A “ Message ” for Free Distribution.

Mr. XV. R. Bradbrook, Hon. Sec. Ipswich Psvohic 
Society, writes :—-“May I, by your courtesy, inform 
Secretaries ol Spiritualist Churches, or Psychical 
Societies, that a limited number of copies of an attrac
tively panted -Message, for /ree distribution on the 
Day of Remembrance, may be obtained on application 
to the Publisher, c/o Calver’s Press, Friars Street, 
Ipswiclt” - J

rt*’’

j>«W

Although unable to attend the recent Psychic 
Congress in Paris, I have been’ able to gather some 
interesting sidelights upon the reunion, and the per
sonalities there assembled, from numerous correspon
dents. Several of my friends appear to have been 
struck with the same point—namely, the enormous 
respect in which our great scientist Sir Oliver Lodge 
is held by the Continental researchers. There is no 
question, they tell me, that Sir Oliver is regarded 
as the outstanding British personality in the movement; 
and the regret that was expressed at his absence from 
the congress was entirely sincere.

** * *

The most commanding figure at the congress, 
writes a correspondent, was Baron von Schrenck- 
Notzing, who is described as “tall, big-built, looking 
much like the Kaiser, aristocratic, courteous, but 
giving the impression of being conscious of his baronial 
rank. His slender ankles, which are clad in elegant 
silk socks, seem to be a guarantee of patrician birth.”

* * * *

A different type of personality, writes my corre
spondent, is Dr. Levon Mirahorian, of Rumania, who 
“ looks like the reincarnation of an ancient Assyrian 
king. Rene Sudre—quick, nerveux, intense—reminded 
me of nothing so much as a steel spring. ”

* **

There was, I learn, great disappointment that 
“Bim,” the “thinking dog,” who. was present at the 
Psychic Congress Dinner at the Hotel d’Orsay, was 
not permitted to give a demonstration of his powers. 
The Press had eagerly awaited the arrival of “Bim” 
from Poland', by aeroplane, and it was hoped that 
members of the congress would see the animal exer
cising his strange gifts within the walls of the 
Sorbonne. American Press representatives turned up 
early, eager to.obtain first-hand information, but found 
that, owing to certain official objections, “Bim ” would 
not be permitted to travel by air; consequently, his 
arrival would not take place while the congress was 
in session. It was, no doubt, a heavy disappointment, 
as it would have made an admirable “story," as well 
as paving the way to some good headlines, such as 
“Canine Cogitator Startles Sorbonne Savants.”

* * * *

I was told the other day—I know not with what 
truth—of a scientific investigator on the Continent who 
has discovered that by certain processes—the nature 
of which I do not understand—he can cause human 
speech to issue from the air ! Whether it Is a new 
discovery or simply another case of direct-voice 
mediumship is not clear. And, of course, it may be 
all moonshine.

* * * *

Sir Thomas Beecham has been lamenting the lack 
of musical culture in this country, as testified by the 
general unpopularity of grand opera. He says, accord
ing to a Press report, that the general public “is 
only interested in greyhounds, jazz, and Spiritualism.” 
Whether or not this is a true statement of the position 
I am not prepared to say-, but- it is perhaps worth 
while remarking that the general public usually knows 
what it wants. Like the small boy, the general public 
is inclined to pay scant attention to those who would 
give it what it ought to want. No doubt the time will 
come when it will demand grand opera and good music 
with an insistent voice. In the meantime there is 
abundant evidence that it is demanding Spiritualism.

D. G.
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NOTES on new books.
th TiHUate to the New World.” (A Sequel to ’ The

By Hit Pupil. (Routledge, yt. fid.)
lius is a book of unusual interest. It has been stated 

privately by the author that it is a true story, although to 
some traders it will have the appearance of fiction. A sequel 
to the first book. ” The Initiate," the present volume carries 
on an account of the mysterious adept known as Ju9tin More- 
ward Haig. Phis is interwoven with a love story of a most 
dramatic kind. For the present reviewer, however, the most 
attractive portions of the book are the remarkably wise say
ings of the central character, known as " the Master," or 
" M. H.," Le., Justin Morexvard Haig. These seem even 
more in keeping with his character than the account of the 
astonishing things in the way of " physical phenomena " pro
duced by him at a meeting of his pupils on a New Year’s Eve, 
as related in the chapter, " Music and Miracles." Judging by 
some of his discourses as given in the book, " the Master ” 
has a mind of singular clearness and a range of knowledge and 
ability which goes far to justify the reverence in which he is 
evidently held by the author, his admiring pupil.

Lucius.

” The Riddle of Spiritualism.” By E. Clephan Palmer. 
(Rider and Co. 4s. 6d.)

Mr. Clephan Palmer is a member of the staff of the Daily 
News, on behalf of which journal he some time ago made 
investigations into Spiritualism and Psychical Research.

In his book he tells the story, and in the crisp, graphic style 
of the trained journalist he recounts his adventures, describes 
the seances at which he sat, and tells of meetings with people 
of note in Spiritualism, mediums and others, setting down his 
impressions with a captivating frankness.

In his researches into psychic phenomena he had many 
failures, and but a meagre number of successes, so that he 
remains unconvinced although obviously open to conviction. But 
that does not detract from the value of the book, which gives 
us an insight into the mind of one particular " chiel ’’ who 
has come amongst us " takin’ notes," and if it be charged against 
the book that it would " put off ” some enquirers, then I can 
only say that any enquirer who is repelled from the subject 
because it is not altogether of the colour of the rose, is no 
particular acquisition to the movement.

For Mr. Clephan Palmer, " the questions of survival and 
communication must still be considered open ones." "There 
is a good deal to be said for the intelligent Spiritualist’s point 
of view," but " there is rather more . . . to be said for the 
rival theories of the sceptical researcher." In his closing 
sentence Mr. Palmer remarks that " between the two only the 
impulsive can feel competent to decide.”

Is it quite so bad as that? I think not, knowing so many 
people who have taken many years to make up their minds, 
which is hardly a sign of impulsiveness; and, after all, Mr. 
Clephan Palmer has only covered a very minute portion of the 
ground. Still, his contribution is one that should be useful if 
only because it shows the* impression made on the mind of a 
man who is at least able to give a clear description of' the 
position as it appears to him.

G.

“ Christ and a Mad World.” By the Rev. Walter Wynn 
(Rider. 4s. 6d.) ’ } \

Mr. Wynn looks at our civilisation and finds it bad; our 
Statesmen are mediocre, our leaders do not lead and the world 
is beset with dangers; new wars will inevitably overwhelm us 
unless right measures are taken. " Evil is banished from the 
mind by right thought.” The author writes forcibly, at times 
with a mordant humour, and not infrequently with bitterness.

N.

” The Book of Genesis Unveiled.” By Leonard Bosman. 
(The Dharma Press, 16, Oakfield Road, Clapton, E.5. 
3s. 9d., post free.)

This is the first of a series of volumes, and shows the 
method used for the unveiling of the Book of Genesis, describes 
the Creation Stories of all the great religions, and is a general 
critical study.

Mr. Bosman’s key to the Sacred Scriptures is an etymo
logical and hieroglyphical one. The contents of this volume 
are good, and full of promise.

A. Harold Walters.

Mrs. (or Miss) Cunigunda Keppel, of West Worthing, asks 
us to state that she is not identical with Qunegunda Keppel, 
author of Profane Love, reviewed in Light of September 3rd.

MARYLEBONE 8P1R1TUALIIIT ASSOCIATION
In th* course of hH arlnresiif oti Bunday tost, If j

Mr. Percy Schoby, speaking on " Bpirltnnliaitg* Duty To-h** 
<nid that at the present ilm* a controversy and a eonflfeflrm 
going on amongst those who should feed the people who 
crying for bread and receiving «<ton*«< ! We, Spiritually 
could not shelve our responsibilities in this connection. W* mn* 
be a living power to breakdown' these barriers. There was 
cleavage in those ranks in which should be unity, and if |>yr 
Christ returned at this time he would not recognise those wife 
claim to be his own. The simple dignity resulting from the cari 
sciousness of the in-dwelling presence of God—where was 
There would be sorrow in the soul of that great spirit whpn 
saw how hi§ mission had been interpreted. " What is Truth? 
might well be asked in our day. The non-essentials of life muJ 
be dropped and the teaching of the Master accepted.

As Spiritualists we had a far greater responsibility than ha| 
others, for we knew of the mission of the angels, God’s authA 
rity, and our own divine origin.

Mrs. Brittain conducted the second part of the service, giving 
many clairvoyant descriptions and messages.

V. L. K.

SPIRITUALIST COMMUNITY SERVICES.

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, speaking at Grotrian Hall on Sun-1 
day evening last, said he had been greatly interested in som» 
recent controversies, in which both the Bishop of Birmingham 
and Sir Arthur Keith were involved. He considered Dr. Barnd 
a clever, honest and brave man—on the anatomical side of IS 
only. It is a fact that our physical ancestry is an animal on | 
that the pre-natal life of the child is an epitome of the life il 
the race from the lowest forms upwards. The Bishop stops! 
there, apparently there is no more to be said. Both Dr. Barnes 1 
and Sir Arthur Keith have had their attention drawn to the 
facts of Spiritualism, but apparently they waved them on one I 
side as if they had no existence. It would be well for them both 
to come to Wigmore Street occasionally 1

The idea that God cut his. connection with the spiritual? world. 
2,000 years ago, and has never joined up since, is an absurd I 
one. The wireless between us and heaven is as open as ever--; I 
it is we who have to " tune in."

Sir Arthur then gave extracts from a recently published book, I 
called “ The Bridge.” He gave it as his opinion, that this work I 
contained more knowledge of the other world than all the saw I 
books of the world put together.

“ The Bridge ” contains messages that passed between? j 
Mr. and Mrs. White. He died in 1920, she in 1924. After 5- 
death, she consulted Sir O. Lodge for advice on the best ma 
to adopt to get in touch with her husband to whom she I 
most devotedly attached, and Sir Oliver’s secretary, Miss Walka,| 
suggested a method that would cut out the objections of those 
who believed in telepathy.' The result has been most successful,® 
and although the messages contain much interesting personal^ 
matter between husband and wife, the value of the book lies ini 
the interpolations which give information on the conditions of| 
life on the other side.

Quotations illustrating these were given: the home he hail 
prepared for her, and the position of the furniture: how thej| 
met during sleep : the friends who greeted him: how she a|>l 
peared and the clothes she wore when she, in her turn, passai 
over, etc.

Not the least remarkable feature of the book was an epilogue 
by Sir Oliver Lodge in which he declared he was prepared 4 
go to the stake to vindicate his belief in survival.

At the close of Sir Arthur’s address, Mrs. Annie Johnson 
some remarkable examples of her gift of clairvoyance.

E. C. C. ;

Valenii* H 
(Hutchi? ■

and Mv^6d.) - J

NEW BOOKS RECEIVED.

“ Rudy. An Intimate Portrait of Rudolph 
By his wife, Natacha Rambova. Illustrated. 
10s. 6d.)

“The Black Cap.” New Stories of Murder 
Compiled by Cynthia Asquith. (Hutchinson, ys.

“ The Voice of God.” By Winifred Papillon. (Rid^'l 
Co. 2s. 6d.)

“ The Secret Power.1’ By Philip Beaufoy Barry.
& Co. is. 6d.) j

“ The Riddle of the Ether/’ By C. G. Sander.
& Co. 4Su 6d.)

“ Fragments from the Teachings of H. P. Blavat^' 
Edited and compiled by H. Burford Platt. (Rider & Co. 5*1 

1 “ Creative Personality.” By Ralph Tyler Flewell11’’
(Rider. 7s. 6d.) ,

“ Two Souls in One Body?,” By Herbert Goddard, 
(Rider. 6s.)

“ Problems Which Perplex.” By the Rev. G. Vale 0"' 
(Hutchinson. 4s. 6d.)

“ Medical Palmistry.” By Katharine St. HiU- (Rld 
7s, fid.)
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The British College of Psychic Science, Ltd.,
St, HOLLAND PARK, LONDON, W.11.

<Tth PARK 47H* Hon. Principal, J. HIWAT McKlNZIK,

Marylebone Spiritualist Association, Ltd,,
4, & 5, TAVISTOCK SQUARE, W.C.t. Td. MUSEUM N7I.

New Syllabus on Application.

Lectures.
Thurs. Oct. 27, at 3 p.m. ..............

” Andrew Jackson 
Tues.. Nov. 1st. at 8.15 p.m. ...

“ The Influence of Planetary Rays 
Thurs., Nov. 3rd, at 3 p.m.................

... MRS. KELWAY BAMBER
Davis.”
............................MRS. BARREL 
on Health Conditions.”
... MRS. KELWAY BAMBER

Public Meetings for Psychometry and Clairvoyance,
Monday, 31st, at 3, Psychometry ...
Tuesday, Nov, 1st., at 7.30, Clairvoyance ... 
Thursday, 3rd, at 7.30 ...... * ... MR.

Seances for Trance and Normal Clairvoyance.
Monday, 31st, at 7.30 ...
Wednesday, 2nd, at 3.........................

MRS. KINGSTONE 
MRS. A. BRITTAIN 
GLOVER BOTHAM

MRS. CANNOCK
MRS. FRANCIS TYLER

Trance Medtamehlp. Private Appointments.............. MRS. BARREL
Trance Mediumship, Private Appointments.............. MRS. GARRETT
Clairvoyance and Trance Mediumship. Private Appts. MRS. VICKERS 
Trance Mediumship. Private Appointments......................... MRS. MASON
OWrvoyance. Private Appointments ... .............. MRS. SHARPLIN
Psychic Development. Private or Class .............. MRS. SHARPLIN
Ciairaudience. Private Appointments.................................... MRS. ALDER
Psychic Diagnosis and Treatment. Private MR. G. P. SHARPLIN 
Healing Group Work. Mondays, 3.30 p.m.; Thursdays, 8 p.m.

Members, ls.; non-Members, 2s.
GROUP CLAIRVOYANCE.

Tues., Nov. 1st., at 4 p.m............ ................ MRS. ANNIE BRITTAIN
PUBLIC CLAIRVOYANCE. _

Fri., Oct. 28th, at 8 p.m.............................MRS. ANNIE BRITTAIN
Fri.» Nov. 4th., at 8 p.m. ... ... ... ... MISS EVA CLARK

NOTE.—The College has occasional accommodation for Students or 
Interested visitors from the Country er Abroad.

Vol. VI. • PSYCHIC SCIENCE.” No. 3.
2/9, Post Free...............................................11/- Yearly.

Invaluable to all serious students. Sample copy, post free. 
Can be obtained at the College, The Psychic Bookshop, and 
Mr. J. M. Watkins, 21, Cecil Court, W.C.

The 11W. T. Stead11 Borderland Library
5, SMITH SQUARE, WESTMINSTER, S.W.l.

(Four minutes from the Houses of Parliament.)
Hon. Secretary ... ... ................................... MISS ESTELLE zsTEAD

The Lending Library'contains hundreds of books on Psychic subjects.
Fully Classified Catalogue 2s. 7d. Supplementary Catalogue 7d.

Open daily 11 to 1—2 to 6 (Closed Saturdays and Sundays)
Psychic Photography, Wed. & FrL Private Appointments Mrs. DEANE 
Trance Mediumship. Private Appointments

MRS. BARREL, MRS. G. P. SHARPLIN 
Tuesdays, 11 to 1, Mrs. OGILVIE is at the Library to give advice on health 

and development of Psychic Power.
Tuesdays, 3 p.m., Healing Class ... ... Mrs. MARTHA OGILVIE
Wednesdays, 3 p.m., Circle for Clairvoyance, November 2nd

• . Mrs. ANNIE JOHNSON
Thursdays, 3 p.m., Mrs. AIMEE EARLE, Circle for the Development of 

Psychic Gifts. „
Mr. FOSTER. Instruction Class, Subject. Nov. 3rd, Re-incarnation.” 

Thursdays, 6 p.m., MISS STEAD, Devotional Group Absent Healing. 
Fridays. 2.30 to 5 p.m.. Library “At Home.” Tea 6d.

Special Notices.
Weekly Meetings will be held in Caxton Hall, Victoria St.. S.W.l 

during October and November.
Wed., Nov. 2nd at 8 p.m.......................    ... Mr. W. E. FOSTER

THE LONDON SPIRITUAL MISSION,
43 PEMBRIDGE PLACE, BAYSWATER. W.

Sunday. OotobeF 30th, 11 a.m. •• •• •• •• Mr. T. W. ELLA
„ „ .. 6.30 p.m. •• Mr. R. DIMSDALE STOCKER

Wed., Nov. 2nd, 7.30 p.mt (Clairvoyance) .• Mrs. ANNIE PATTERSON 
Wednesday Services at 7.30 p.m.

Worthing Spiritualist Mission Church, Grafton Road.
Sunday, October 30th, 11 and 6.30, Mr. Boddington. Thursday. November 3rd. 

Mrs. Redfern, 3 p.m., Members only. 6.30 p.m., for Public.

SOCIETY MEETINGS.
Lewisham__Limes Hall, Limes Grove.—October 30th, 11.15, open

circle; 2.45, Lyceum ; 6.30, Mrs. Alicia Adelaide Needham. November 
2nd, 8, Mrs. K. Fillmore.

Camberwell.—The Central Hall, High Street.—October 30th, 11,
service; 6.30, Mrs. F. Kingstone. W^dfiesday, 7.30, public circle at 
55, Station Road.

Peckham.—Lausanne Road.—October 30th, 11.30 and 7, Mrs. T. 
Tims, D.N.U. Thursday 8, Mrs. T. Timms, D.N.U.

Richmond Spiritualist Church, Ormond Road.—October 30th, 7.30, 
Mrs; M. D. Struthers, address and clairvoyance. 'November 2nd, 
7.30, Mrs,. Holloway, address and clairvoyance.

Croydon National Spiritualist Church, ’ New Gallery, Katharine 
Street.—October 30th, 6.30, Mr. T. AV. Ella.

Lettice Street (nr. Parsons Green Station).—October 
circle;"3, Lyceum; 7, Mrs. Cannock. Thursday, 6, Mrs.Worthington. 7

THE COSMOS CENTRE,
Green Salon. Eustace Miles* Restaurant, 40, Chandos Street, 

Charing Cross.
MABAMF 8 p,m * LECTURETTE by

® •• (student with Raymond Duncan) on
and LIFE 1N EXPRESSION '■

with demonstration of Mystical Dancing.
Music* Refreshments, Admission 1/-.
^roiuSnowdon Hall, 4, Poyuders Road* S.W.4,

Saanoo for Trance and Direot Control.
Thursdays, at 7.30 ...

Seance for Materialization.
Wednesday, *2nd, at 7.30 ...

Seance for Physical Phenomena,
Tuesdays and Fridays at 7.30 ...

Private Appointments with the following 
advance:—
Daily ... ... g., ... ...
Mondays ........X ......
Wednesdays ...................................
Thursdays ............ 
Fridays

.. MRS. ROBERTS

... MRS. BAYLIS

MRS. HENDERSON
mediums can be booked in

...... MRS. A. ROBERTS

...... MRS. CANNOCK 

... MR. GLOVER BOTHAM 

...... MRS. A. JOHNSON 

... MISS GRACE COLLYN8
Excellent Library Open Daily, 11 to 1—2 to 7 (except Saturday

SUNDAY SERVICES
4EOLIAN HALL, NEW BOND STREET, W.

Sunday, October 30th, at 6.30.
Address and Clairvoyance ......... MR. VOUT PETERS

CAROLS OF SPIRITUAL LIFE. MUSIGAL SETTINGS.
We have pleasure in announcing that the Tune Book, 
consisting of 100 pages 7J ins. x 6 ins., which includes the 
Lord’s Prayer and all necessary setting* other than 
to be found in Hymns Ancient and Modern and the 
Bristol Tune Book, is now on sale, cloth bound 3/6, 

post free, 2/9.

Silver Collection on Entering.

Membership Invited. Subscription 10/- per annum.
Correspondence to Hon- Sec. F. W. HAWKEN.

SPIRITUALIST COMMUNITY SERVICES.
Morning and EveningGROTRIAN HALL

115, Wigmore Street
(Nearest Station, Marble Arch or Bond Street).

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 30th.
11 Speaker, Rev. Byerley Thomson.

6.30 p.m.—Speaker, Mr. Harold Carpenter.
Nov. 6th, 11 a.m., Rev. John Lamond. D.D. 6.30 p.m.. Mrs'. St. Clair Stobart

A Spiritual Healing Service is included.
SILVER COLLECTION.

Healing Circles are held Mondays and Thursday at 7 p.m. and Fridays at 3 p.m.
Applications to be made .to the Hon. Sec.. 63, Weymouth Street, W.l.

WIMBLEDON SPIRITUALIST CHURCH,
136 HARTFIELD ROAD, WIMBLEDON.

Sunday, October 30th, 11a.m. •- .. -• •• Miss MARY MILLS
Address. Spirit-descriptions and messages.

,, ,, 6.30 p.m....... .. Miss MARY MILLS
Address. Spirit-descriptions and messages.

Wed., November, 2nd, 7 p.m. Meeting for Members and Associates ONLY
Healing, Tuesdays, 7 p.m. Wednesdays, 3 p.m.

THE PSYCHOSENSIG INSTITUTE
THE BRITTAIN CORRESPONDENCE COURSE.

FOR

PSYCHIC UNFOLDMENT
SCIENTIFIC - PRACTICAL - SIMPLE

Unites the Powers of the 
SPIRIT, MIND, AND BODY.

Develops Normal Clairvoyance, Clairaudience, and 
Psyc home try.

Acknowledged to be the World’s Foremost Coarse.
Send lid. stamp for pamphlets and enrolment form.

PSYCHIC UNFOLDMENT. Privately or by Class. 
HEALING TREATMENT.
SEANCE GROUPS FOR PSYCHIC INVESTIGATORS.
Every FRIDAY at 3.30 p.m. Limited co 8 sitters at 5/« each 

Conducted by Mrs. ANNIE BRITTAIN.
• Seats must be booked by telephone or letter.

All correspondence to Secretary,
PSYCUOSBxNSie Insxitutk 28, St. Stephen’s Road Bayswater. W.2. 

Phone;; Park 2790
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LONDON SPIRITUALIST ALLIANCE, LTD.
Queensberry Place, m«n«.

. .South Kensington, 
”* London----------- S. W. 7.

BtiMMi 14, got 44, 74. Wn

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, ONE GUINEA, payable on the 1st of each January. The Subscriptions of 
Members joining on or after October 1st cover the period until December of the following year.

ADVANTAGES OF MEMBERSHIP. Use of Circulating and Reference Libraries (3 books at a time). Fre« 
admission to ordinary lectures. Reduced fees for psychic experiments, various circles and study classes. Use 
of comfortable premises, opportunity of meeting those interested in Spiritualism and allied subjects.

LIBRARY SUBSCRIPTION for the personal exchange of one book at a time, 3 months 7/6; 6 months 12/6; 12 
months 21/- The usual advantages of membership, are not included.

SYLLABUS OF AUTUMN SESSION NOW READY.
INQUIRERS are invited to write or call for the Syllabus and a Pamphlet giving a short explanation of the scope 

and purpose of modern Spiritualism, and a brief history of the L.S.A. which had its rise in the early days, being 
founded by the pioneers of the movement. The Secretary, Miss Mercy Phillimore, attends every day except 
Saturday, and is at all times prepared to meet inquirers.

A BIBLIOGRAPHY of Spiritualism and Psychic Research has been issued under the auspices of the L.S.A. Price 
lad. post free. It is classified, and is a useful guide in a wise selection of books for the student.

LECTURE.
Thurs., Nov. 10th. Brig.-Generab R. B. D. BLAKENEY, 

D.S.O., on “ Further Communications Regarding 
the Coming Crisis.”
Chair : Mr. E. P. HEWITT, K.C.

STUDY CLASSES (single lecture, members 1/-; non-members 
2/-).

Class A .* Mondays at-8 p.m., Physical Phenomena ; Results 
obtained from scientific experiments in various countries. 

Oct. 10—Dec. 12 inclusive. Mr. STANLEY DE BRATH, 
M.I.C E.

Oct. 31, Supernormal Photography (Illustrated).
Class B : Wednesdays at 7 p.m., Evidence for survival by 

Mental Mediumship.
Oct. 12—Dec. 14 inclusive. Mrs. F. E. LEANING.
Nov. 2, Modern “ Return” Cases.

PRIVATE SITTINGS. ’ 1 i
Trance Mediumship : Mrs. J. W. GARRETT, Tuesdays, 

Wednesdays and Thursdays!. Mrs. MASON, .Mondays and 
Thursdays. Mrs. CANTLON, Wednesdays and Fridays.

Normal Mediumship (Clairvoyance, etc.) : Mr. T. E. 
AUSTIN, Fridays..

Automatic Writing: Mrs. CANTLON, Wednesdays and 
Fridays.

CIRCLES.
Normal Mediumship (Clairvoyance, etc,) : Tuesdays at 8 

p.m. (Circles limited to 8 sitters), Mr. T. E. AUSTIN. 
Wednesdays at 3 p.m. (Circles limited to 5 sitters),

■ Nov. 2, Mrs. ANNIE BRITTAIN.
Meetings for Demonstrations of Clairvoyance, etc.: 

Tuesdays at 3.15 p.m. Members free; non-Members, 2/-. 
Nov. 1, Miss CONSTANCE HOLMES, B.Sc. (Psychometric 
Readings from Photographs)

Materialisation: Mrs. BATTEN BAYLIS reserves her 
Monday evening seances for members (7.30 for 8 p.m.) at her 
residence. Places can be booked through the secretary.

DIAGNOSIS AND ADVICE CONCERNING PSYCHIC j 
FACULTIES.

Private Consultations : Wednesdays, 6.30—7.30. Free (for 
members). By appointment through Secretary. Mrs. 
MARTHA OGILVIE.

TRAINING OF PSYCHIC FACULTIES.
(1) General Development: Leaders, Mrs. LENNOX

KAY, Thursdays at 4 p.m. Mrs. OGILVIE, Mondays 
at 8 p.m.; Wednesdays at 3 p.m,

(2) Healing (Development and Method of): Mrs. OGILVIE, 
Mondays at 3 p m. Course of 6 Classes.

Office Hours a IO—6 and

AT HOME ! Wednesdays at 3.30—5 p.m. For the purpose of 
Introductions among Spiritualists and Inquirers. 
Hostesses : LADIES OF THE HOUSE COM
MITTEE.

’DISCUSSION CLASSES : Wednesdays at 5 p.m. (Fori 
nightly). Nov. 2, The Difficulties of Inquirers, Mrs. 
MURRAY CHAPMAN.

♦TRANCE ADDRESSES : Wednesdays at 5 p.m. (Fort
nightly). Nov. 9, 23; Dec. 7. Answers to Written 
Questions of a general and impersonal character 
concerning the Life of Spirits and Their Surroundings, 
through the Mediumship of Mr. W. E. FOSTER. 
Chairman, Mr. HY. COLLETT.

♦Admission, including tea served before 4.55 p.m, : Members 1|-, 
non-Members 2/-.

FREE PUBLIC LECTURES.
All inquirers are invited to attend the following lectures which 
have been designed with the express purpose of giving an orderly 
and balanced presentation of the case for

Individual Survival after Bodily Death.
Often the inquirer finds himself at a loss in taking up a ven 
wide subject, with many perplexing side issues, to find th 
straight and narrow way to reliable information and accredited 
psychic experiments.

Psychic Science and Spiritualism.
Three lectures by Mr. H. Ernest Hunt.

Mon., November 7 at 8 p.m.—Caxton Hall, Westminster. 
Chair, Capt. Neil Gow,

Tiles., December 6 at 8 p.m.—Chelsea Town Hall. Chair, 
Mr. Shaw Desmond.

At 16 Queensberry Place:—
Tuesdays, .at 8 p.m.—“ A General Explanation.”
- Nov. 1. 8, Capt, Jack Frost.

Nov. 15, 22, 29, Dec. 6, 13, Mr. Horace Leaf.
Wednesdays, at 8 p.m., “An Explanation of Mediumship.” 

The psychic faculties, what they are, and the principles 
underlying their development.

Mrs. Martha Ogilvie.
These free lectures will provide an excellent first step W 
enquiriers and students who will be able to avail themselves, >• 
they desire, of further study of and guidance in psychic exp®1- 
ment by becoming members of the society for the moderated 
of One Guinea, which includes the use of the library of o',et 
3,000 volumes, which is the finest of its kind in e^stence.

1 o'clock on Saturdays*
<

Objections to Spiritualism Answered 
The Facts of Psychic Science and

H. Dallas New Edition^
Post free 

1/2 Science and
• • • • • •

Philosophy •• •• ••
Kathleen * * • • • •
Evolution and Creation • • • •
Ancient Lights •• ,« ..
Return of Geo, R, Sims • •
Spiritualism: Its Ideas and Ideals 
Survival •• •• ••

On Tour In U.8.A. 
Towards the Stars 
Wisdom of the Gods 
Some New Evidence for Survival 
From Agnosticism to Belief • • 
Death-Bed Visions »•
TheCasefor A Against Psychical Belief 
Spirit Teachings «• •« • •
Science and the Human Progress 
Albert Chevalier Come* Back * *

• • • •

•• • • I

? •

A. Campbtll Holms •• 
Rev. J. Lamond, d.d.
Sir Oliver Lodge, f.r.s. ••
Mrs. St. CZair SlobarZ ••
R. H: Saunders • • • •
David Oow •• *• ••
Edited by Sir James Marchant 

K.B.K
•« •
* • jt
** ♦ •

25/6
6/6
3/9
8/*
2/9
1/3

Rev. O. Vale Ou'en
H. Dennis Bradley
H. Dennis Bradley
Rev. Charles Drayton Thomas

• • • * •J, Arthur Hill • •
8ir William Barrett, r.a.s. 
Edited by Carf Murchison 
**M, A. iOxoH.r* 
Sir Oliver Indite, f.rju 
By AlrSt E, Chex^alier ••

8/-
4/9
3/10
7/10
6/6
3/10
3/9

15/6
6/6
4/9
5/4

Psychical Research.
Religion -1 

Northcliffe’s Return 
Artist in the Great Beyond 
Psychology and Development of

Mediumship . •
The Bridge........................
Chronicles of Osiris 
Mellow Sheaves •• 
Rudy • • *• * •
Joan of Arc and England •• 
Healing Through Spirit Agency 
Man’s Survival After Death 
Guide to Mediumship ..
More Things in Heaven and Earth
On the Threshold of the Unseen 
Human Personality
Pheneas Speaks 
The Ghost Book • •

♦ •

• <

• •

» •

* «

»■ •

• •

• •

*
*

*

De BraiZi, m.i.c 
Hirnne/i Swu./rer •• 

Burton

K. • •

< •

• •

Horace Leaf 
Nea Walker

Violet Tweedale ••
Natacha Ranibova
Rexi.J. Lamond, d.d«
R. H. Saunders **

C. L. Tweedide
H. W. aud -U. H. Wallis 
Robert Blatehfvrd
Sir William tkirrett, F» 
B IV, H.
Sin ,4, Comiu Doyle 
Cynthia Asquith

S'

. Ill.
•4
I

*
UNO RSMITTANO1 WITH QRDKR TO THK ABOVR ADORSSS.


